Hi Kira,
Again, the topic is too general. Better topics can be found here:
http://www.mediaaccess.hu/index.php?module=sourcepage&id=474&lang=1
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Firstly, it’s not likely that you can teach me about English. If you are talking to 8 year olds who are
using English as a foreign language, then the way you are presenting your topics might be Ok,
otherwise, it is not.
Ilnessess are NOT a type of bacterium. You can do a simple lookup in the dictionary to know that this
definition isn’t enough.
There are a lot of types – s
Your title would be better to say: Ilnesses Caused by Bacterium ... ’and a lot more’ – indeed.
Here’s a good title: My Mother the Leper.
If someone gets – not get... So we should brush up the grammar because some of your basic usage
of it is off-kilter.
You don’t eat medicine, unless you’re a drug addict – you ’take’ medicine.
take care of – not about – important advice – not advices (advice is non-countable; it’s just grammar,
and it doesn’t actually mean you can’t count it).
It would be better to say “It’s pertinent to heed the advice of a doctor.”
Don’t use personal pronouns unnecessarily: ’which you should eat’ should be translated into a
passive form, ’which should be taken (not eaten)’.
some types of illnesses, for example, (comma, comma) –
Cancer is NOT a bacteria, so, you’ve just destroyed your whole paper.
The last sentence is confusing, and there needs to be commas where there aren’t any. It should also
be converted into a passive tense.
Notes: Remember, for the oral test, you must make yourself liked, and thirdly, you must answer the
questions. There will probably be something to compare, and you’ll probably have a partner to
communicate with, depending on what kind of test you do. Maybe they’ll give you a picture to talk
about. If they do, it’ll be with two instructions. If you do or don’t pass the test, I hope I can still teach
you because there’s a lot room for improvement. I’m sorry we couldn’t learn more together, but it is
what it is. Your level could be borderline, so I’m not going to make any predictions.

